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Magnetic properties of Co films on CuÕSi„110…and Cu„111…

S. Maat, M. T. Umlor,* D. Orgassa, H. S. Cho,† O. Koshkina,‡ H. Fujiwara, and G. J. Mankey
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Center for Materials for Information Technology, University of Alabama,

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487
~Received 16 December 1998; revised manuscript received 23 July 1999!

The magnetic anisotropy of strained epitaxial Co films deposited on strained Cu~111!on Si~110!and miscut
Cu~111!are reported. First, a Cu~111!buffer layer with an in-plane strain is formed by epitaxial growth on
Si~110!. Co films deposited on the buffer layer develop a uniaxial anisotropy axis originating from the strain
along the twofold axis of the Si~110!surface. The magnetic anisotropy of this film is compared to that of a Co
film deposited on a miscut Cu~111! single crystal with uniaxial step-induced anisotropy in the Co layer. The
measured hysteresis loops are compared to hysteresis loops simulated within a Stoner-Wolfarth model with a
varying fraction of uniaxial and triaxial anisotropies. The measurements and the model are in qualitative
agreement and reveal uniaxial and triaxial anisotropies of the same order of magnitude for both systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayers of Co and Cu are frequently chosen materi
for spin-valve elements in read heads for magnetic stor
devices.1 Epitaxial Co/Cu~111!multilayers exhibit a polar-
ization of the Cu conduction band due to a good band ma
ing between the Co and Cu, which is an essential feature
a high GMR ratio.2 A reduced antiferromagnetic couplin
between the Co layers is thought to originate from the f
that there are no extremal spanning vectors of the Fe
surface of Cu along the normal direction.3 This feature is
essential for a low coercivity free layer. Recently, it w
reported that reduced antiferromagnetic coupling of Co l
ers through Cu~111!spacers can be attributed to stacki
faults in the films and reduction of stacking faults resulted
complete antiferromagnetic coupling.4 Since these films are
deposited on Cu~111!substrates, it is not possible to dete
mine their transport properties. Previous studies have sh
that sputtered Cu~111!films on Si~110!exhibit good epitax-
ial growth.5,6 The development of methods to produce a
characterize such films on low conductivity substrates is
sential for transport property measurements.

In this paper, we compare the magnetic behavior of
grown on a strained Cu~111!/Si~110!buffer to that of a Co
film grown on a miscut Cu~111!single crystal to determine
differences in the magnetic properties of Co films grown
Cu buffer layers as opposed to Cu single crystals. The bu
layer should be smooth since the Ne´el ‘‘orange peel’’ cou-
pling through conductive spacers increases the ferromagn
coupling of the Co layers. It should provide a good fcc~111!
oriented template for the subsequent Co layers. In additio
a geometry with the current flowing parallel to the plane
the spin-valve is used, the buffer layer is required to be
thin as possible to minimize the amount of shunting.

We found that for a thin buffer layer, the interfacial stra
at the Cu/Si interface is not completely relieved. This str
is transmitted through the buffer layer into the subsequent
film, where it induces a uniaxial anisotropy. The combin
tion of the uniaxial and triaxial crystalline anisotropy in th
plane of the film gives a characteristic hysteresis loop sh
similar to that observed for Co films deposited on a mis
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~6!/4082~6!/$15.00 -
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Cu~111!single crystal substrate. The magnetic hysteresis
a function of azimuthal angle is compared to a model us
the Stoner-Wolfarth formalism.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Si~110!substrates were prepared by exposure to 2
nm ultraviolet radiation for 1 day followed by a 1 min dilut
HF ~10%! dip prior to insertion into the ultrahigh vacuum
deposition chamber through a load lock. The substrates w
transported from the HF etch into the load lock and pump
down to a pressure of 1.531026 torr in about 10 min. Low-
energy electron diffraction~LEED! confirmed that this pro-
cedure produces a well-ordered hydrogen-terminated si
crystal surface.7 The films were deposited at a growth pre
sure of 231029 torr with the main component of the back
ground gas being CO. Typical deposition rates were 10 p
for Cu and 1 pm/s for Co. Film thickness was determin
using a quartz crystal microbalance located the same dist
from the source as the substrate. The films were depos
with the substrate at room temperature.

Crystalline quality was monitored by reflection high
energy electron diffraction~RHEED! with an incident elec-
tron beam energy of 15 keV. Figure 1 shows RHEED data
a multilayer film deposited by vapor deposition on Si~110!.
The RHEED pattern shows that a Cu~111! buffer layer is
formed on the Si~110!substrate and subsequent deposition
Co and Cu on this buffer exhibit similar orientations. Th
film is rough on the atomic scale since spots characteristi
transmission of electrons through island structures are
served. The roughness of the multilayer in Fig. 1 was m
suredex situwith an atomic force microscope and found
have a root-mean-square roughness of 0.4 nm~2 atomic lay-
ers!with terrace sizes in the range of 20–30 nm. LEEDI -V
curves of the deposited films indicate that the stacking of
Co is fcc~111! as opposed to hcp~0001!for films on
Cu/Si~110!. The roughness affects the stacking, since
growth on single crystal Cu~111!substrates exhibit LEED
I -V curves, which have a portion of the film with hcp stac
ing. This is consistent with a previous study of room te
perature growth of Co on Cu~111!, which found a mixture
fcc and hcp phases.8
4082 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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III. STRAIN OF CuÕSi„110… FILMS

The stereographic projections that show the epitaxial
lation between the major crystallographic directions of
Si~110! and the Cu~111!surfaces as verified by RHEED
data, x-ray diffraction5,6 and neutron-diffraction9 measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 2. The Cu@111#axis, which is per-
pendicular to the plane of the film will be denoted withz8,
while the Cu@ 1̄10# is denoted withy8 and the Cu@112̄# with
x8. The Cu@100#,@010#, and@001#are denoted asx, y, andz,
respectively. The epitaxial relation of Cu~111! on Si~110!

with Cu@1̄10#iSi@001# shown in Fig. 3 illustrates that Cu
films grown on this substrate incorporate a high amoun
strain. The bulk lattice mismatch gives a 6% expansion
the Cu film along the Si@001#direction ~Cu@ 1̄10# direction!

and a 13% compression along the Si@11̄0# ~Cu@112̄# direc-
tion!.

The strain tensor in thex8y8z8 coordinate sysytem, which
is assumed to be diagonal is

FIG. 1. RHEED of~a! Si~110!, ~b! 5 nm Cu/Si~110!,~c! 3 nm
Co/5 nm Cu/Si~110!, and~d! 3 nm Cu/3 nm Co/5 nm Cu/Si~110!.
The incident electron energy was 15 keV for all measurements.
sixfold spots characteristic of a fcc~111! or hcp~0001!surface are
observed in all the films.

(a) (b) 
-
e

f
f

ei 8 j 85F 12d 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 r~22d!
G , ~1!

where r is the Poisson ratio with2 1
2 <r<0 and d is the

strain-relief parameter.d50 means no strain relief. The fol-
lowing analysis will show howd is related to the uniaxial
anisotropy.
The elasticity tensor transforms into the coordinate syste
~x,y,z!like

ei j 5(
k8 l 8

g ik8g j l 8ek8 l 8 , ~2!

where g ik8 are the direction cosines between axisi in the
~xyz!coordinate system andk8 an axis in the (x8y8z8) sys-
tem. For the case discussed here

exx51/2ex8x811/6ey8y811/3ez8z8 , ~3a!

eyy51/2ex8x811/6ey8y811/3ez8z8 , ~3b!

ezz52/3ey8y811/3ez8z , ~3c!

exy5eyx521/2ex8x811/6ey8y811/3ez8z8 , ~3d!

exz5ezx521/3ey8y811/3ez8z8 , ~3e!

eyz5ezy521/3ey8y811/3ez8z8 , ~3f!

with r52 1
2 , which corresponds to a high degree of elasti

ity.
The magnetoelastic energyf s is usually written as

f s5B1@exxa1
21eyya2

21ezza3
2#1B2@exya1a21exza1a3

1eyza2a3#5B1@1/3ez8z811/2ex8x811/6ey8y8

11/2~ey8y82ex8x8!a3
2#1B2@1/2~ey8y82ex8x8!a1a2

21/3ey8y8~a1a21a2a31a1a3!11/3ez8z8~a1a2

1a2a31a1a3!#, ~4!

e

FIG. 2. Stereographic projection of the Si~110! surface and the Cu~111! surface.

Si{l 10) 
(1,-1,0) 

(-1,1,0) 

Cu (111) 
(1,1,-2) 

(-1,-1,2) 
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4084 PRB 61S. MAAT et al.
whereB1 andB2 are the magnetoelastic constants and thea i
are the direction cosines of the magnetization vector in
~xyz! coordinate system. These quantities are related to
polar and azimuthal anglesQ andw of the Cu~111!crystal,
with w in the ~111!plane andQ the angle between@111#and

@112̄# ~z8 andx8! by

a15
1

)
@& cos~w2120°!sinQ1cosQ#, ~5a!

a25
1

)
@& cos~w1120°!sinQ1cosQ#, ~5b!

a35
1

)
@& cosw sinQ1cosQ#. ~5c!

The expression

a1a21a2a31a1a352 2
3 sin2 Q1 7

12 sin4 Q ~6!

is only dependent on the polar angle and thus it gives
contribution to the in-plane anisotropy. For calculation
in-plane anisotropy, the polar angle isQ590° and the mag-
netoelastic anisotropy gives the uniaxial contribution

f s5
~B11B2!

3
~ey8y82ex8x8!cos2 w5

~B11B2!

3
d cos2 w,

~7!

which is a linear function ofd. The sign ofd determines
whether@11̄0# or @112̄# is the easy axis. The measured ea
axis is the@11̄0# axis, which givesd a negative sign, since
B1522.93106 andB2521.713106 for Co11.

IV. HYSTERESIS LOOP MEASUREMENTS

Longitudinal magneto-optic Kerr effect~MOKE! mea-
surements of the in-plane component of magnetization fo
nm Cu/3 nm Co/10 nm Cu/Si~110!film are shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 3. Relationship of Cu~111! ~illustrated as hexagons! lattice
to the Si~110!lattice. At the top, the Cu hexagon is drawn u
strained, so the corners of the hexagon do not align with the
atoms and the film is not epitaxial. The distorted hexagon at
bottom illustrates how large the in plane strain must be to have
epitaxial film.

Si[llO] 

Cu[l12] 

Cu{lll)/Si(llO) 

Si[OOI] Cu(llO] 
e
he

o
f

y

3

These measurements reveal an unusual loop shape fo
field applied along the Si@11̄0# direction @Fig. 3~d!#, which
is a loop characteristic of a magnetic hard axis of a film w
a combination of uniaxial and triaxial in-plane anisotropy.
is most likely that uniaxial anisotropy in the Co has its orig
in the uniaxial strain in the film produced by the contracti
of the Co lattice along the@11̄0# direction of the Si sub-
strate. For thinner buffer layers such as the multilayer fil
shown in Fig. 1, the uniaxial anisotropy was so large that
triaxial component was observed. The triaxial compon
has its origin in the sixfold crystalline anisotropy, which
much weaker than that introduced by the high amount
uniaxial strain at the Cu/Si~110!interface. As the strain is
relieved by the formation of misfit dislocations in thicke
buffer layers, the triaxial anisotropy becomes comparable
the uniaxial anisotropy.

Longitudinal Kerr effect measurements of the in-pla
component of magnetization for 3 nm Cu/3 nm Co/Cu~111!
are shown in Fig. 5. The data shows the same qualita
behavior as the Co films grown on Cu/Si~110!. In compa
son with the Co film grown on Cu/Si~110!, the Co film
grown on Cu~111!exhibits a larger remanent magnetizatio
along the hard axis. Since the~111!surface of a cubic crysta
can exhibit only a surface triaxial anisotropy term, t
uniaxial contribution must originate from another anisotro
in the film. The Cu~111!crystal is cut with a precision of 1°
which gives a single atomic step at most every 70 atoms.
miscut is the origin of the uniaxial anisotropy term. Magne
surface anisotropy, induced by step edges on miscut si
crystals, has been studied experimentally11–19 and
theoretically.19,20In the case of Co grown on miscut Cu~100!
~Refs. 11–16!and Fe on Ag~100! ~Ref. 17!step edges of the
@110# type were found to add an uniaxial anisotropy to t

i
e
n

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops of 3 nm Cu/3 nm Co/10 nm Cu/Si~110!
measured with MOKE with the in-plane field applied at an angleF
with respect to the@001# direction of the Si substrate~easy axis of
magnetization!.~a! F50°, ~b! F530°, ~c! F560°, ~d! F
590°, ~e! F5120°, ~f! F 5150°. The unusual loop shape for th

@11̄0# direction of Si (F590°) is characteristic of a combinatio
of uniaxial and triaxial anisotropy.

(a) 

(b) 

-300-200-100 0 100 200 300 -300-200-100 0 100 200 300 

appl. field H [Oe] appl. field H [Oe] 
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surface crystalline biaxial anisotropy of the~100! facets. The
overall easy axis was found to be parallel to the step edge
both systems. For the case of Fe on W~100! ~Ref. 18!how-
ever, the easy axis was found to be perpendicular to the@110#
type step edges. So the easy axis of Co on miscut Cu~1
may be either parallel or perpendicular to the step edges

Co grows in a simultaneous multilayer mode at room te
perature on Cu~111!,23 so the steps of a miscut substrate a
reproduced in the ultrathin regime by the Co films. If the C
film grows in patches on the steps and the patches
strained differently in directions parallel and perpendicular
the step edges, a uniaxial magnetoelastic anisotropy is
ated. Using the bulk anisotropy constants of Co, a bia
strain can produce an easy axis parallel or perpendicula
the step edges of Cu~100!,20 depending on the amount o
strain-misfit perpendicular to the steps. Thus the origin of
uniaxial anisotropy of both Co grown on Cu/Si~110! and Co
on Cu~111!can be related to strain.

V. HYSTERESIS LOOP MODELING

The films show an in-plane easy axis in contrast to fil
grown in the monolayer thickness regime. In addition, m
netic force microscopy measurements of the films in rem
nence showed no clear domain structures for the fresh fi
that were studied with MOKE. After a few days in air, th
film began to oxidize around the edges and domain struct
characteristic of a perpendicular magnetization compon
began to emerge. Ultrathin films exhibit an out-of-plane e
axis, which originates from the larger proportion of surfa
anisotropy.10 The perpendicular anisotropy is weak even
monolayer-thick films, so the contribution of the surface a
isotropy can be neglected in films 3 nm thick~15 layers!.
The observed hard axis hysteresis loop can be modeled

FIG. 5. Hysteresis loops of 3 nm Cu/3 nm Co/Cu~111!measured
with MOKE with the in-plane field applied as a function of ang

relative to the@ 1̄10# direction of Cu~easy axis of magnetization!.
~a! F50°, ~b! F530°, ~c! F560°, ~d! F590°, ~e! F5120°, ~f!

F5150°. The unusual loop shape for the@ 1̄01# Cu direction is
characteristic of a combination of uniaxial and triaxial anisotrop

-300-200-100 0 100 200 300 -300-200-100 0 100 200 300 
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Stoner-Wolfarth formalism describing coherent rotation
magnetic domains using an energy density term includ
uniaxial and triaxial anisotropies,20–22

E52MsH cosf1Ku sin2~u2f!1Kt sin23~u1b2f!,

where Ms is the saturation magnetization,f is the angle
between the applied field,H, and the magnetization, andu is
the angle of the applied field relative to the uniaxial easy a
with anisotropy constantKu , and b is the angle between
uniaxial easy axis and one crystalline triaxial easy axis w
anisotropy constantKt . Minimization of the energy with re-
spect to the angle of magnetization gives a critical field o

Hk5
2

Ms
~Ku19Kt!.

Normalizing by 2(Ku19Kt) the expression for the energ
density,f, can be written as

f 52h cosf2
q

4~q19!
cos 2~u2f!

2
1

4~q19!
cos 6~u1b2f!;

here q5Ku /Kt, the ratio of uniaxial to triaxial anisotropy
andh5H/Hk is the normalized field.

Figure 6 shows the calculated results of the componen
magnetization along the hard axis with the applied fie
along the hard axis. The parameterq is the relative amount
of uniaxial anisotropy when the uniaxial easy axis is para
to the crystalline easy axes (b500). The model shows tha
for q close to 12.5 the steps occurring in the modeled loo
resemble the shape of the measured hard axis loop in
4~d!. In contrast to the measurement the simulation shows
remanence, since the model accounts only for a single
main state. A remanence for a single domain can arise b

FIG. 6. Calculated hard axis (u590°) hysteresis loops for
uniaxial and triaxial anisotropy assuming coherent domain rota
of the magnetization with different uniaxial to triaxial ratiosq
5Ku /Kt. ~a! q5`, pure uniaxial anisotropy,~b! q533.3, ~c! q
512.5, ~d! q55, ~e! q52, ~f! q50, pure triaxial anisotropy.

q=S 

q:2 

q• 12.5 q•O 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
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misalignment of the uniaxial easy axis from the crystalli
triaxial easy axis. Figure 7 shows the calculated results
the hard axis magnetization when the angle between
uniaxial easy axis and the crystalline triaxial easy axis isb
5100. The loop calculated forq55 shows a remanent mag
netization though it exhibits sharper switching of magneti
tion than the measured loop shown in Fig. 4~d!. Both rem
nence and smoothening of the magnetic switching can
achieved, if an angular distribution of uniaxial anisotropy
assumed. The result of a calculation for a Gaussian distr
tion in b with halfwidth b5100 for q55 is shown in Fig. 8.

Distribution of magnetization in the Co layers due to d
tribution of the local anisotropy and noncoherent rotation
magnetization reversal process along the hard axis are
sources of smoothening of magnetization curves. The ca
lated results also show increasing remanence along the
axis with a decreasing ratio of crystalline triaxial anisotro
to uniaxial anisotropy. The remanent magnetization of
Cu/Co/Cu~111!for the hard axis@Fig. 4~d!# is larger than

FIG. 7. Calculated hard axis (u590°) hysteresis loops for mis
aligned (b510°) uniaxial and triaxial anisotropy assuming cohe
ent domain rotation of the magnetization vector with differe
uniaxial to triaxial ratiosq5Ku /Kt . ~a! q533.3, ~b! q510, ~c! q
55, ~d! q52, ~e! q51, ~f! q50, pure triaxial anisotropy.

Q=2 

q= 1 

q•O 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 
v
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e
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f
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e

that of the Cu/Co/Cu/Si~110! @Fig. 3~d!#, implying that the
Co layer on the single crystal Co~111!has a relatively larger
crystalline anisotropy than the Co layer on Cu/Si~110!. The
larger crystalline anisotropy appears to be due to better c
tallinity of the Co layer on single crystal Cu~111!, as evi-
denced by the RHEED measurements.

VI. SUMMARY

An unusual uniaxial anisotropy was observed in Co film
both on Cu~111!/Si~110!and a Cu~111!single crystal, where
the uniaxial anisotropies are related to uniaxial strain in
former case and a slight miscut of the Cu~111!in the latter
case. The measured hysteresis loops were modeled with
Stoner-Wolfarth formalism incorporating uniaxial and tr
axial anisotropies. The origin of the uniaxial anisotropy te
originates from the uniaxial stress present in the epita
relationship of Cu~111!on Si~110!and the step anisotrop
for miscut Cu~111!substrate.
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